The probability of fracture of an aircraft engine component is highly dependent on the geometry and stress values at the location of anomalies that may occur during the manufacturing process. The efficiency and accuracy of the method used to construct the spatial conditional failure joint probability density function (JPDF) associated with fracture is dependent on the number of limit state evaluations at each location and on the number of locations used to describe it. Previous studies have focused on modeling this JPDF and associated risk contours as a multivariate histogram associated with regions within the domain that are referred to as "zones". To ensure conservative estimates, the uniform probability density for each zone is set to the maximum possible value within the associated region. The primary disadvantage to this approach is that it requires human judgment for definition of zones and for identification of the maximum conditional failure probability within each zone. In this paper, an approximate approach is presented for estimating risk contours that is based on a series of crack growth life contour values associated with a range of initial anomaly sizes that are placed at the nodes of a finite element model. At each node, the PDF of initial anomaly size is applied to the deterministic life values associated with initial anomaly sizes to obtain the conditional crack growth life PDF. The conditional risk at each node is obtained by computing the area under the crack growth life PDF associated with the design life of the component. The methodology was illustrated for an aircraft gas turbine engine compressor disk, where the results were in close agreement with established reference solutions when fracture risk is based only on the variability in the initial anomaly size. The method provides a relatively fast approximate estimate of component risk for conceptual design that can also be used as a framework for traditional probabilistic computational methods.
Nomenclature

F(t)
= cumulative probability of failure over time t N = total life p i = probability of fracture at a specified location i p F = unconditional probability of fracture of component
= probability of occurrence of j anomalies of specified size d ( )
= conditional probability of fracture given the presence of an anomaly of a specified size d ( ) i j P F d = conditional probability of fracture at location i given the presence of j anomalies of a specified size d P(t) = cumulative probability of survival over time t V i = volume associated with material at location i i λ = average number of anomalies per unit volume at location i
I. Introduction
robabilistic damage tolerance (PDT) is becoming an industry practice for risk assessment of rotating components in aircraft gas turbine engines. This approach addresses inherent and induced anomalies associated with the manufacturing process that can lead to catastrophic failures such as the incidents in Sioux City, Iowa 1 and Pensacola, Florida 2 . PDT is summarized in several recent FAA Advisory Circulars [3] [4] [5] that provide guidance on the use of this methodology for certification of aircraft engine components.
The probability of fracture of an engine component is highly dependent on the geometry and stress values at the location of the anomaly. Inherent anomalies can be located anywhere in a component, so there often is a need to quantify risk as a function of spatial position. A joint probability density function (JPDF) can be used to describe the conditional probability of failure versus spatial position which can be shown graphically in a risk contour plot. The efficiency and accuracy of the method used to construct the JPDF is dependent on the number of limit state evaluations at each spatial location and on the number of spatial locations used to describe it. Component failure probability is obtained by integrating the spatial conditional failure JPDF over the spatial domain, where computational efficiency and accuracy is dependent on the underlying conditional failure JPDF at the selected integration points.
Previous studies [6] [7] [8] have focused on modeling the spatial conditional failure JPDF as a multivariate histogram associated with regions within the domain that are referred to as "zones". The uniform probability density for each zone is set to the maximum possible value within the associated region to ensure a conservative estimate. The advantage to this approach is that a relatively coarse mesh can be used to estimate the conditional failure JPDF, and the mesh can be refined as necessary to satisfy computational accuracy requirements. The primary disadvantage to this approach is that it requires definition of the maximum conditional failure probability within each zone.
In this paper, an approximate approach is presented for estimating the PDT risk contours. It is based on a series of crack growth life contour values associated with a range of initial anomaly sizes that are obtained at the nodes of a finite element model. At each node, the PDF of initial anomaly size is applied to the deterministic life values associated with initial anomaly sizes to obtain the conditional crack growth life PDF. The conditional risk at each node is obtained by computing the area under the crack growth life PDF associated with the design life of the component. Anomaly occurrence rates are assigned to nodes based on the volumes of the surrounding elements. Unconditional risk contours can then be obtained from the product of the conditional risk and anomaly occurrence rate values.
II. Probabilistic Damage Tolerance
A. Probabilistic fracture mechanics model
Gas turbine engine materials may contain anomalies that can lead to fracture if undetected during routine manufacturing and shop visit inspections. The probability of failure of a component with multiple number and types of anomalies can be predicted using established system reliability methods [9] [10] [11] [12] provided that the failure probabilities associated with individual anomaly types are known 13 . The fracture event is dependent on (1) the presence of an anomaly, and (2) the formation and growth of a crack that exceeds the fracture toughness of the material before the design life has been reached. The occurrence probability of an anomaly P(dj) can be measured by counting the number of anomalies of various sizes on the surface or within the volume of a component. P(dj) is typically modeled as a Poisson point process 14, 15 :
The likelihood of fracture failure can be estimated using fatigue crack growth data. Since this value is dependent on the presence of an anomaly of a specified initial size, it is commonly expressed as a conditional probability ( ) P F d , the probability of fracture given that an anomaly is present. ( ) P F d is dependent on a number of random variables related to the applied stress values and the fatigue nucleation and growth processes 16 . The occurrence of an anomaly in a component is a relatively rare event for some materials, such as hard alpha in titanium. For these materials, the probability of more than one anomaly is assumed to be negligible 16 . The P probability of fracture at a specified location p i is therefore based on the occurrence of a single rare anomaly ( ) 1 P d and the probability of fracture at location i given that a single anomaly is present ( )
Components made from some rotor-grade alloy materials may contain hundreds or even thousands of anomalies.
For these multiple anomaly materials, the conditional probability ( ) ( ) ( )
The anomaly occurrence probability is also influenced by the number of anomalies in a component. This . To obtain i p , Eqns. (1) and (3) are substituted into Eqn. (2) for each member and summed over the total number of members:
Eqn. (4) requires specification of the number of anomalies n. It can be shown 17 that Eqn. (4) reduces to:
The probability of fracture is also dependent on the location of an anomaly within a component. The component is often discretized into a number of subregions called zones, and the probability of fracture is assessed for anomalies located within each zone 7, 16 . Since component failure occurs when there is a failure within any zone, the component is modeled as a series system of zones with a probability of fracture that can be expressed as:
If multiple anomalies are present in each zone, p i can be estimated for each zone using Eqn. (5) . Substitution of Eqn. (5) into Eqn. (6) yields the following expression for multiple anomalies at multiple locations 17 :
( )
Multiple anomaly types may also be present in one or more regions of a component. The multiple anomaly types can be modeled as additional members of the series system of zones, in which components with multiple anomaly types and locations can be modeled using several nested series systems to represent the relationship among the various failure events. 
B. Zone-based risk assessment
Random inherent material anomalies can potentially be located anywhere within a component. To account for the location uncertainty, a zone-based risk integration approach is often used [6] [7] [8] 16 . For this approach, the component is subdivided into a manageable number of zones of approximately equal risk (Fig. 2) . The risk is computed in each zone, taking into account the zone anomaly occurrence probability (i.e., the probability that an anomaly is present in a zone). The total risk for the component is based on the risks in all of the individual zones.
To ensure conservative estimates, the uniform probability density for each zone is set to the maximum possible value within the zone. The advantage to this approach is that a relatively coarse mesh can be used to estimate the conditional failure JPDF, and the mesh can be refined as necessary to satisfy computational accuracy requirements. The primary disadvantage to this approach is that it requires human judgment for definition of zones and for identification of the maximum conditional failure probability within each zone. In addition, the mesh refinement process may require computation of conditional failures at more locations than would be needed to accurately describe the spatial conditional failure JPDF mentioned previously. Further details on the zone-based approach are provided in Refs. 6-8,16.
III. Life Contour-Based Risk Assessment
Stress contour plots are sometimes used to estimate the minimum life locations of a component under the assumption that high stress values typically result in short lives. However, fatigue crack growth lives are affected not only by stress but also by temperature, local geometry, and other factors. Fatigue life is also dependent on the influences of multiple stress values within the load spectrum, so it may be difficult to predict the combination of stress values that will produce the minimum overall life at a given location. Life contours can capture all of these effects in a single figure that provides direct visualization of the life limiting location. A new life contour plot capability was recently added to the DARWIN ® probabilistic fracture mechanics software 18 that allows the analyst to create and view life contours superimposed directly on the finite element model. In DARWIN, life contours are created using crack growth life values obtained at all of the finite element nodes associated with a specified initial anomaly size (Fig. 3) . Life contours can also be used to generate risk contour plots, as discussed later in this section. 
A. Automatic generation of fracture mechanics models
An algorithm was recently implemented in DARWIN that automatically determines (without user input) the orientation, size, and stress input for a fracture model that will produce accurate life results, given only the 2D model (or slice) and the initial crack location. The new automatic fracture model generation algorithm emulates the judgment of an experienced user by orienting and sizing a rectangular plate fracture model to reflect the actual component boundaries in the vicinity of a surface, corner, or embedded crack. Special algorithms accommodate curved boundaries and non-normal corners. Plate models for embedded cracks near external boundaries are oriented to accommodate automatic transition to surface cracks. Embedded plate models are otherwise oriented to capture the most significant univariant stress gradient near the crack. The final plate model is not always fully contained within the component boundaries, since this may be excessively conservative, but plate width and thickness are always sized to preserve appropriate ligaments along the primary axes of the crack, and to prevent the crack itself from going outside the actual component boundaries. The algorithm estimates the critical crack size (based on stresses from user-specified time steps) as an aid to making some sizing decisions, but requires no fatigue crack growth calculations, and so a large number of fracture models can be constructed in very little computational time.
The automatic fracture model algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the boundaries of the fracture model plates generated by the algorithm are shown for an assortment of initial crack locations in an axisymmetric component with arbitrary cross-sectional shape and a complex distribution of hoop stresses. The finite element geometry is shown in Fig. 4a , and the resulting fracture models are shown in Fig. 4b . The circles designate the estimated critical crack sizes near the crack center at each location (the crack origin is at the center of the circle).
Further details regarding this algorithm are provided in Ref. 19 .
B. Generation of approximate risk contours
The life contours capability in DARWIN performs a crack growth life computation for one or more userspecified anomaly sizes at each node in a finite element model. In theory, the probability of fracture could also be computed at each node, but use of Monte Carlo simulation would require tens or even hundreds of thousands of life computations at each of the finite element nodes (on the order 10 4 -10 5 or more locations in a typical finite element model). Roughly 10 8 to 10 10 fracture life computations would therefore be required to compute the fracture risk for a typical finite element model. Even if the fracture life computation time could be reduced to 0.01 seconds, it would still require up to 3 years to obtain a risk result for a typical finite element model. Furthermore, since risk values change rapidly near the surface of a component, the discretization of the finite element mesh may not be fine enough to accurately model the risk values in this region, which may require even more computations. On the other hand, if an approximate model of risk could be obtained, it could be used to guide the selection of locations for full Monte Carlo simulation of fracture risk, which would substantially reduce the computation time.
An alternative approach for estimating risk contours was developed that is based on life contours. As shown in Fig. 5 , the anomaly distribution is discretized into a number of initial anomaly areas, and life contours are obtained for each of the anomaly area values. This transforms the PDF of initial anomaly area into a PDF of crack growth life values at each of the finite element nodes. The conditional risk at each node is obtained by computing the area under the crack growth life PDF associated with the design life of the component. Note that probabilistic fracture mechanics computations typically involve a number of random variables, and this approach only considers the initial anomaly area random variable. However, this approach appears to provide a reasonable approximate estimate of the conditional probability of fracture when the initial anomaly area is the dominant random variable, which is often the case. Further investigation is underway to explore the limitations of this approach.
IV. Application to Risk Prediction of Gas Turbine Engine Disks
The probabilistic methodology for estimation of risk contours was illustrated for a titanium aircraft gas turbine engine compressor disk. An anomaly exceedance curve for hard alpha anomalies 3 was used to assess the risk of fracture. The CDF complement (1-CDF) plot associated with this curve is shown in Fig. 6 . Internal stresses and temperatures were based on finite element analysis results associated with four critical load steps in the flight cycle. Risk contours were computed using the approximate risk contour approach described in this section, shown in Fig. 8 . The regions of maximum risk (indicated in red in Fig.  8 ) occurred at the outer edges of the lower left side of the component, which is consistent with results obtained using the zone-based approach. A comparison of the risk results obtained using the approximate risk contour approach with DARWIN zonebased reference solutions is shown in Fig. 9 for several representative zones. When fracture risk is based only on the variability in the initial anomaly size, the approximate risk contour results appeared to be in close agreement with the zone-based reference solutions. However, when additional random variables were considered such as stress scatter or life scatter, the approximate algorithm estimates were somewhat different from the reference solutions, and the extent of this difference was zone-dependent. Note that since stress and life scatter are not required for certification assessment of hard alpha anomalies in aircraft engine components 3 , the fracture risk for this case is based primarily on the variability in the initial anomaly size. 
V. Conclusions
An approximate approach was presented for estimating the risk contours associated with probabilistic damage tolerance assessment. It is based on transformation of the initial anomaly size PDF into a crack growth life PDF at each node within a finite element model. Conditional risk values were computed at each node for a specified design life, and risk contours were obtained from the product of the conditional risk and anomaly occurrence rate values at each node. The methodology was illustrated for an aircraft gas turbine engine compressor disk, where the results were in close agreement with established reference solutions when fracture risk is based only on the variability in the initial anomaly size. The method provides a relatively fast approximate estimate of component risk for conceptual design that can also be used as a framework for traditional probabilistic computational methods.
